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We demonstrate the applicability of liquid-metal jets in vacuum as regenerative targets for
laser-plasma generation of extreme ultraviolet~EUV! and soft x-ray radiation. This extends the
operation of liquid-jet laser-plasma sources to high-temperature, high-Z, high-density,
low-vapor-pressure materials with new spectral signatures. The system is demonstrated using tin
~Sn! as the target due to its strong emission aroundl'13 nm, which makes the material suitable for
EUV lithography. We show a conversion efficiency of 2.5% into(2%BW32p3sr) and report
quantitative measurements of the ionic/atomic as well as particulate debris emission. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1690874#

Laser plasmas based on liquid-jet targets are gaining in-
creasing importance as compact extreme ultraviolet~EUV!
and soft x-ray sources. To date, predominantly low-Z liquids
and/or liquified inert gases have been employed as target
materials for laser plasmas emitting in the 0.1 to a few keV
range. In this letter we introduce moderate-melting-point
metals as target liquids, thereby extending liquid-jet EUV/
soft x-ray laser-plasma operation to new materials with new
spectral signatures. As an example we use tin, motivated by
its current interest for EUV lithography due its strong emis-
sion atl'13 nm.

Laser plasmas are attractive compact x-ray and EUV
sources due to their small size, high brightness and/or high
flux, and high spatial stability. However, laser plasmas with
conventional solid targets are of limited use for applications
due to the production of debris and their limited operating
time. Regenerative targets based on liquid droplets1 or liquid
jets2 provide fresh target material at high density for all-day
operation without interrupts and allow the use of high-
repetition-rate lasers, thereby having potential for high aver-
age power. Furthermore, deposition of debris is significantly
reduced.3 By choosing a suitable target liquid and correct
plasma conditions, the emission wavelength may be spec-
trally tailored to suit different applications, e.g., the extreme
ultraviolet ~e.g., water4,5 and xenon6! for ;0.1 keV, EUV
lithography!, soft x rays ~e.g., ethanol,1 ammonium
hydroxide,7 liquid nitrogen,8 and argon9 for ;1 keV, micros-
copy and reflectometry!, and hard x rays~copper solutions10

for ;10 keV, diffraction!.
In this letter we extend the operation of EUV/soft x-ray

laser-plasma sources to liquid-jet targets based on moderate-
melting-temperature metals. This is of generic importance
since laser plasmas on high-Z, high-density targets have
demonstrated very high conversion efficiencies. Further-
more, the low vapor pressure of these liquids practically
eliminates the outgassing problem of liquefied inert gases
such as xenon. Finally, the new range of target materials
allows improved flexibility in spectral tailoring of the emis-
sion wavelengths. Here we focus on tin due to its current

interest as a source forl'13 nm EUV lithography. Tin laser
plasmas have significant potential for high conversion effi-
ciency ~CE! at 13 nm. Theoretical calculations11 show that
predominantly 4d– 4f transitions in a number of adjacent
ion stages (Sn81 – Sn131) produce unresolved transition ar-
rays ~UTAs!12 that are localized in this spectral area. Local-
ization in combination with overlapping contributions from
several ion stages create opportunities for high laser-plasma
CE around 13 nm. In this letter we demonstrate a CE of
2.5% into(2%BW32p3sr). Previous work on tin includes
quantitative13 as well as nonquantitative14–16 measurements
on nonregenerative bulk targets that reached up to 1.6%
CE.13 Regenerative laser-plasma tin targets have been dem-
onstrated with droplets of tin solutions, resulting in lower tin
density and lower CE~;1%!.17 In addition, we present
quantitative measurements of debris that indicate a signifi-
cant debris problem. Outside the EUV/soft x-ray range,
liquid-metal jets have been utilized for hard x-ray generation
via femtosecond laser-plasma generation~low-melting-point
gallium!18 and via electron-beam-driven brehmsstrahlung
generation~lead–tin alloys!.19

Figure 1 depicts the experimental arrangement. The
liquid-tin jet is generated by a liquid-metal-jet system con-
sisting of a 0.15l high-pressure tank, a sintered stainless-
steel particle filter and a 75mm diam ruby pinhole nozzle.19

The high-pressure tank is enclosed in an infrared~IR!-
radiation heater capable of heating the tin~99.8%! up to
.300 °C. The liquid jet is injected into a vacuum chamber,
which is evacuated to 1025 mbar by a 500 l/s turbodrag
pump, by applying up to 200 bar of nitrogen driving pres-
sure, resulting in jet speeds up to;75 m/s. The resulting
positional stability of the jet is,5 mm at a distance of;10
mm from the nozzle orifice.

The plasma is generated by a 20 Hz Nd:YAG laser ca-
pable of delivering 300 mJ,;5 ns pulses atl51064 nm. By
using a variable diffractive attenuator in the beam path, the
pulse energy in the focus can be varied between 25 and 284
mJ without altering the temporal pulse shape or the beam
profile. The beam is focused onto the liquid-metal jet to a
minimum simulated full width at half maximum~FWHM! ofa!Electronic mail: per.jansson@biox.kth.se
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;17 mm. The focus can be moved in the horizontal plane
with an accuracy of;0.5 mm.

The jet and plasma are imaged at visible wavelength by
a charge coupled device~CCD! detector attached to a long-
working-distance 123 zoom microscope. A second 20 Hz,
;4 ns pulsed frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser is used to
back illuminate the jet for time-resolved imaging. By syn-
chronizing the illumination laser with the plasma-generating
laser, enables the recording of doubly exposed images in
which both the visual plasma and the gap created in the
continuous jet can be observed~cf. Fig. 1!. From these mea-
surements we conclude that the present maximum operating
frequency is approx 50 kHz.

Absolute measurements of the EUV flux are performed
using a commercial instrument, Flying Circus II~FCII!.20

The actual FCII tool used in this experiment and its opera-
tion are described further in Ref. 21. FCII utilizes spherical
narrow band multilayer mirrors atl513.45 nm in two par-
allel channels to focus the collected in-band EUV radiation
through 200 nm thick zirconium filters onto diodes~AXUV
100!. The calibrated equipment inside the UHV compatible
FCII tool is shielded from the main chamber by an assembly
with two Zr-filtered apertures to avoid contamination. By
decreasing the radius of one aperture at the time and observ-
ing that the relative signal intensities of the FCII diodes do
not change, errors due to spatial mismatch are avoided. The
transmission of all Zr filters is obtained by using the filter
wheel of the FCII, described in Ref. 21. During the tin ex-
periments one of the apertures is fully closed except for short
exposures during data collection, thus minimizing degrada-
tion of the filter and at the same time enabling monitoring of
potential filter transmission loss of the continuously open
aperture.

Spectra are recorded with a 1000 lines/mm freestanding
transmission grating~Heidenhain! covered by a 200 nm Zr
filter to remove visible light. The arrangement is equivalent
to the one described in Ref. 22, except for the grating. An
x-ray sensitive thinned, back-illuminated CCD is used as the
detector. With the geometry used, resolution ofl/Dl'40

can be achieved in the 0–18 nm wavelength range assuming
a source size of;75 mm.

Due to the limited operating time of and significant
emission of debris by the liquid-tin-jet system, calibration
and alignment of the experimental arrangement were per-
formed with liquid-jet targets of pure water and NaI dis-
solved in water. Figure 2 shows the spectra. The four strong
oxygen emission lines from water were used for spectral
calibration of the spectrograph. The broadband iodine emis-
sion from the NaI solution within the Mo/Si mirror band-
width was used for geometrical alignment of the FCII tool
and for transmission calibration of the Zr filters.

The lower part of Fig. 2 shows the spectrum from the
liquid-tin-jet experiment. The spectrum was recorded at op-
timal CE conditions~discussed below! and it shows good
agreement with that reported earlier.14–17 Optimal CE was
found by scanning the focus along the optical axis for seven
different laser energies ranging from 25 to 284 mJ, thereby
finding both the optimal spot size and intensity. CE was cal-
culated from the FCII data assuming 4p sr uniform emission
from the plasma, negligible filter transmission degradation,
and available calibration data for the FCII tool.21 The maxi-
mum CE was 2.5%/(2%BW32p3sr) atl513.5 nm for a
pulse energy of 25 mJ and a focus intensity of;5
31011 W/cm2. The intensity is in good agreement with the-
oretical estimates predicting that;231011 W/cm2 will pro-
duce an optimal plasma temperature of 33 eV~cf. Ref. 23!.
The pulse-to-pulse stability was<1.5% ~1s!. The CE com-
pares favorably with that in Ref. 13~1.6% on bulk tin! and
that in Ref. 17~1% on tin solutions!. The CE numbers should
also be compared with the present data on EUV liquid-jet
xenon sources, 0.95%.24 The higher tin CE is predominantly
due to the better spectral match of Sn emission to the pre-
ferred 13.5 nm reflectivity maximum of the Mo/Si multilayer
mirrors.11

Debris measurements were performed using partially

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement of the liquid-metal-jet laser-plasma ex-
periment. The photo shows a double-exposure of the jet and the plasma.

FIG. 2. Recorded spectra of laser-plasma-generated EUV emission from
H2O, NaI1H2O, and Sn. The shaded area depicts the 2% bandwidth region
aroundl513.5 nm with high reflectivity of a Mo/Si multilayer system.
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masked silicon wafer substrates as witness plates at four dif-
ferent positions 190 mm from the plasma~cf. Fig. 1!. The
substrates were shielded from the plasma by shutters until
stable plasma operation was obtained. The witness plates
were exposed for;15 min and analyzed by scanning elec-
tron microscopy~SEM! and a surface profilometer~KLA
Tencor P-15!. Examination of the four debris plates shows
that debris emission is not distributed uniformly. Plates 1, 3,
and 4 are sparsely covered with micrometer-sized particles
on top of a thin background coating. The background coating
of plates 3 and 4 is 5.361 nm~1s! thick. On these two plates
there are also a few larger particles ranging from 10 to 50
mm in diameter. A SEM image of plate 3 is shown in Fig. 3,
where both the darker background coating and the particles
described can be observed. Plate 2 is almost fully covered
with the larger particles seen in plates 3 and 4, resulting in an
average thickness of;700 nm.

Figure 1 shows that a;1 mm section of the jet is re-
moved by each shot. Moreover, the debris plates indicate that
only a fraction of the material removed is emitted as ions and
atoms, while the rest is ejected as particles of different size,
preferably in the forward direction. Assuming that the par-
ticulate debris is distributed in a 2p sr solid angle, the theo-
retical layer thickness for plate 2 is;720 nm. Furthermore,
if the ionic and atomic fraction of the ejected material is
assumed to correspond to a 50mm section of the jet and is
distributed in a 4p sr solid angle, the theoretical layer thick-
ness should be on the order of;10 nm. Although crude,
these calculations show decent quantitative agreement with
the experimental data. It can be argued that by using smaller-
diameter jets or droplets, the amount of particulate debris can
be limited, ultimately reducing the debris problem to only
the ions and atoms. However, this fraction alone produces
;931027 g/pulse. In a future production-scale EUV lithog-
raphy system operating at.7 kHz with a 25% duty cycle,25

this will result in an annual emission of;50 kg of ionic and
atomic Sn, which will coat the collector mirrors positioned
approx 10 cm from the source. In order to keep the loss in
reflectivity of in-band EUV to,10%~i.e.,,0.8 nm Sn coat-
ing! a debris mitigation efficiency of;108 is therefore nec-
essary. This will require a significant development effort
since no such highly effective mitigation technique is pres-
ently available.

In summary, we have demonstrated the applicability of

liquid-metal jets as regenerative targets for stable laser-
plasma generation of soft x rays and EUV radiation with
high conversion efficiency. These targets allow high-
repetition-rate operation~.50 kHz! with low-vapor-pressure
target materials. We demonstrated a very high CE intol
'13 nm using tin jets. The large debris production may
prove to be a significant obstacle for practical utilization of
the source in systems where long-term operation is neces-
sary, making the present source primarily interesting for
short-term experiments where debris is a minor issue.
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FIG. 3. SEM image of debris plate 3, where the particulate debris is clearly
visible on the background due to ionic/atomic debris.
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